
Introduction
In the search to identify genes the main focus has been on genes
encoding at least 100 amino acids. Genes for much smaller
proteins, i.e., those encoding fewer than 50 amino acids, have
been mostly overlooked. Among the potential functions of small
proteins, the present study searches for those that are
transmembrane. We have implemented a software pipeline that
identifies potential small transmembrane peptides by searching
an organism’s genome for open reading frames that have a
transmembrane signature in their sequence. Since most, if not
all, small transmembrane peptides found so far have an alpha
helical transmembrane motif, we search for small alpha helical
transmembrane peptides. In particular, the side chains of the
alpha helix must be hydrophobic, and this characteristic can be
searched by existing algorithms. We focus our search on bacteria
because bacterial gene structure is simpler (without introns).

Results from S. pyogenes HSC5

Figures 4 and 5 contain the results from running our pipeline on two different strains of Streptococcus pyogenes. Figure 5 notes
instances where the same peptide sequence is found in both strains.

Results from S. pyogenes M1 GAS

Conclusions
Our software pipeline searches bacterial genomes for small
transmembrane proteins, and we have analyzed the results from
running the pipeline on strains of the pathogen Streptococcus
pyogenes. A number of annotated coding sequences were identified
as putative small transmembrane proteins, but none were identified
within intergenic regions.
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Figure 3. Biological functions of sORF products. The general functions of
several small membrane proteins are illustrated. The small proteins can be
subunits of a larger protein complexes (such as the CydX, CcoQ and CcoM
protein components of cytochrome oxidase complexes in bacteria), affect
protein stability (such as the low-magnesium induced MgtS protein that
stabilizes the E. coli MgtA magnesium importer) or function (such as the
Sarcolipin, Phospholamban, Myoregulin and DWORF modulators of the
mammalian CIRCA calcium pump) that mediates membrane reorganiza-
tion (such as the Minion-Myomerger-Myomixer small protein in skeletal
muscle cells) and recruit complexes to cell membranes (such as the Prli42
and SpoVM proteins in L. monocytogenes and B. subtilis, respectively).

number of sORF-encoded proteins have been characterized
but already it is clear that they have a broad range of func-
tions [reviewed in (8,13,38,74)]. However, a few general cat-
egories observed for small membrane proteins are coming
into focus (Figure 3).

Components of larger protein complexes

A number of small proteins have been found as part of
larger protein complexes, often in the membrane. Among
the best characterized examples are the small proteins asso-
ciated with photosystems I and II as well as cytochrome ox-
idases [reviewed in (75)]. Some of the associated small pro-
teins were found as unexpected density in structural studies
of these complexes (76). CydX, a small transmembrane !-
helical protein associated with the E. coli cytochrome bd-I
oxidase, is required for the function of this complex (77–79).
However, very little is known about what CydX and other
small proteins found in similar complexes are doing. One
can imagine that they might be required for complex assem-
bly as reported for the CcoQ protein (80) or for stability as
suggested for the CcoM protein (81), both associated with
a cytochrome c oxidases in Pseudomonas stutzeri.

Interestingly, CydX homologs have a wide diversity of se-
quences and a range of protein lengths. Furthermore, CydX
activity withstands extensive mutagenesis and highly diver-
gent CydX homologs can complement the E. coli cydX mu-
tant (82,83). This heterogeneity makes predictions of small
protein homologs across species dif!cult, particularly if ge-

nomic context is not conserved. The observations also sug-
gest that evolution could occur rapidly in this type of small
protein, as mutations in residues other than a few speci!c
binding determinants are well-tolerated.

Modulating membrane protein activity and levels

In addition to assisting in the assembly or function of a
membrane protein complex, small proteins have been found
to act as regulators of membrane proteins. In eukaryotes,
the small single-transmembrane !-helical proteins Sarcol-
ipin (84), Phospholamban (85), Sarcolamban (86), Myoreg-
ulin (87) and DWORF (88,89) have been shown, in dif-
ferent species, to positively or negatively control the ac-
tivity of the SERCA calcium pump. Sarcolipin, Phospho-
lamban, Sarcolamban and Myoregulin share very few con-
served amino acids, but structural analyses indicate that
they bind SERCA in the same transmembrane groove with
a similar orientation.

In E. coli, the small membrane protein AcrZ binds AcrB,
the inner membrane resistance-nodulation-division (RND)
family component of the AcrAB-TolC multidrug ef"ux
pump (90). AcrZ modulates the pump substrate speci!city,
as loss of AcrZ results in increased sensitivity to a subset
of the antibiotics transported by AcrB (90). AcrZ binds
AcrB in a hydrophobic groove conserved in the transmem-
brane domain of RND pump proteins (91). While RND
pumps with this conserved groove are found broadly across
bacterial classes, AcrZ is only conserved in enterobacterial
species, raising the question whether other small proteins
of dissimilar sequence bind and regulate RND pumps in
species lacking AcrZ.

Several bacterial small proteins have also been found to
affect the activity or levels of membrane-embedded trans-
porters or signaling proteins related to magnesium home-
ostasis. In E coli, the small proteins MgtS and MgrB are
induced by PhoPQ, a two-component system activated by
signals such as low magnesium (92). MgtS expression in-
creases intracellular magnesium by binding two membrane
transporters, the magnesium importer MgtA (93) and the
phosphate-cation symporter PitA (94). MgtS appears to
prevent MgtA degradation by a membrane protease while
modulating PitA activity. The determinants governing the
speci!c MgtS interaction with two different transporters are
not fully understood. Conversely, in Salmonella enterica,
the PhoPQ-regulated MgtR small protein enhances mem-
brane protease degradation of MgtC (95) and MgtA (96).
Furthermore, the MgrB small protein interacts with the sen-
sor kinase PhoQ itself to repress autophosphorylation, re-
sulting in a negative feedback loop to control expression of
the PhoPQ regulon (97,98). The example small proteins de-
scribed here !ne-tune the cellular responses to environmen-
tal changes. Since many small proteins are induced under
stress conditions or are tissue or species speci!c, they could
have arisen as a rapidly evolving means to regulate protein
activity. It is likely that many more examples of these mod-
ulators will be discovered as additional small proteins are
characterized.
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Fig. 1: Functions of known small transmembrane peptides: subunits of a larger protein 
complex (complex assembly), having an impact on protein stability (regulation of 
protein levels), regulating transporter activities (regulation of protein function), 
mediating membrane reorganization (membrane modulation - fusion), and recruiting 
complexes to cell membranes (membrane modulation – protein recruitment).

Further Directions
• Evaluate other tools for identifying novel genes and compare
results with our software pipeline.

• Run our pipeline and analyze results on other bacterial genomes,
including those which contain well-documented small
transmembrane proteins (to verify our pipeline finds these
known positives).

• Use RNAseq data to confirm that putative small transmembrane
protein genes are being transcribed.

Number of 
Blast Hits

Query ID Query Description Peptide Sequence

108 lcl|CP006366.1_prot_AGQ28506.1_822 [protein=citrate lyase]
[location=872034..872168]

MTINMDHLISSFELMALGMAGVFIVLGILYLVAEILIKLFPV
SK

304 lcl|CP006366.1_prot_AGQ27766.1_992 [protein=D-alanyl-lipoteichoic acid 
biosynthesis protein DltX] 
[location=complement(1028105..1028248)]

MIKNKSRMRGIAVFIGKTILFYLILMLLVYFFGYLGHGQSN
FIYNEF

120 lcl|CP006366.1_prot_AGQ27781.1_1007 [protein=hypothetical protein] 
[location=complement(1043707..1043835)]

MAFGENGPRKKTTFEKVTMFVVILMVLVTVGGLIASALSV
LM

40 lcl|CP006366.1_prot_AGQ28599.1_1141 [protein=Putative Type I toxin-antitoxin, 
prophage gene] [location=1163621..1163716]

MCEAIFTTIIAPLLVGIILLLIQKWLDDSAD

47 lcl|CP006366.1_prot_AGQ28662.1_1455 [protein=Putative Type I toxin-antitoxin 
Prophage gene] [location=1492966..1493061]

MCETIFTTIIAPLLVGIILLLIQKWLDDSAD

121 lcl|CP006366.1_prot_AGQ28282.1_1638 [protein=secE] 
[location=complement(1695067..1695243)]

MGFISGTFKVLKDTTWPNRKQRWKDFISVLEYTAFFTVIIY
IFDQLLAKSVLALINLF

Fig. 4: Results of running our pipeline on the HSC5 strain of S. pyogenes. Query ID indicates the sequence: those beginning with lcl are annotated
coding sequences that our software pipeline has identified as potentially being transmembrane, while query IDs containing “intergenic” (see Fig. 5)
are open reading frames found in an intergenic region. Query Description contains brief notes on the putative peptide, including any protein that we
have determined the putative peptide is linked to (i.e., is near in the genome).

Number of 
Blast Hits

Query ID Query Description What it is listed as in S. pyogenes 
HSC5

Peptide Sequence

108 NC_002737.2:intergenic:97
3407-973593_ORF.1

[17-149](+) type: complete 
length:132 frame:3 start:ATG 
stop:TAA

Protein: citrate lyase MTINMDHLISSFELMALGMAGVFIVLGILYL
VAEILIKLFPVSK

304 lcl|NC_002737.2_prot_WP_0
02984200.1_1049

[protein=D-alanyl-lipoteichoic acid 
biosynthesis protein DltX] 
[location=complement(1090809..1090
952)] 

Protein=D-alanyl-lipoteichoic acid 
biosynthesis protein DltX

MIKNKSRMRGIAVFIGKTILFYLILMLLVYFF
GYLGHGQSNFIYNEF

120 lcl|NC_002737.2_prot_WP_0
02989532.1_1064

[protein=hypothetical protein]
[location=complement(1106412..1106
540)]

Protein=hypothetical protein MAFGENGPRKKTTFEKVTMFVVILMVLVTV
GGLIASALSVLM

121 lcl|NC_002737.2_prot_WP_0
02982348.1_1629

[protein=secE] 
[location=complement(1713231..1713
407)

Protein=secE MGFISGTFKVLKDTTWPNRKQRWKDFISVL
EYTAFFTVIIYIFDQLLAKSVLALINLF

343 lcl|NC_002737.2_prot_WP_0
11185066.1_1680

[protein=putative holin-like toxin]
[location=1774849..1774992]

Protein=putative holin-like toxin, 
prophage gene

MSGGGAYVCKSQKPKERRRQGLSVYETLTL
MIAFGTLIVAIMNNKNK

Fig. 5: Results of running our pipeline on the M1 GAS strain of S. pyogenes. The fourth column represents whether-or-not the same peptide
sequence was also found in the HSC5 strain (see Figure 4).

Fig. 3: Our software pipeline is Python
code that uses existing bioinformatics tools
to take a genome from the National Center
for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) and
produce a list of putative small
transmembrane peptides. The pipeline
searches both intergenic regions and
annotated coding sequences.

• Identifying Open Reading Frames (Orfipy): Restrict to those between
60-180 Nucleotides; Start Codons: ATG, GTG, TTG; Stop Codons: TAA,
TGA, TAG

• Determining Transmembrane Likelihood (Phobius): Restrict to those
between 15-30 Amino Acids

• BLAST Parameters: Exclude other close relatives; Use the Prokaryote
genome database; restrict to those with 30 or more hits

Fig. 2: The side chains of the alpha helix should be hydrophobic so that it can
penetrate through the membrane. One full turn of the alpha helix is 5.4 A. Therefore,
in order to penetrate the membrane, it would take 7.4 turns which is 27 Amino Acids.
Alpha helices are smaller than beta sheets which is why we look for these rather than
beta sheets.
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